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The following are the 2019-20 officers of River Cities Chapter of Medical Assistants:

President
Christy Oldenstadt, CMA (AAMA)

President Elect
Andrea Erickson, CMA (AAMA)

Secretary
Samantha Myiamoto, CMA (AAMA)

Treasurer
Johnny Adamson, CMA-A(AAMA)

Immediate Past
Paula Purdy, CMA (AAMA)

Education Chair
Gabby Carrillo, CMA(AAMA)

Elections for 2020-21 will be held on March 14, 2020.

Our meetings are held on the 2nd Saturday of the Month and we are fortunate to have Med-X staffing host Continental Breakfast for attendees.

June 8, 2019 “Maintaining Your Awesome When Everything is Bananas.” Presented by Jenn Wilson, Clinic Manager, Surgical Oncology and Colorectal Surgery, Legacy Medical Group.
No Meetings in July and August 2019.
September 14, 2019 “Resiliency: developing a skill to make your life and patient lives awesome.”
October 12, 2019 “Communication in Healthcare with a Consideration for Culture.” Presented by Kayla Smith MSN, RN Nursing educator, Sumner College.
November 9, 2019 “Diabetes Client Education.” Presented by Kellee Hollyman, RN, BSN, MN, CNS.
No Meeting in December.
January 11, 2020 “Ethics” Presented by Laura Matthews, CMA (AAMA), AAS, MSHA, CHEP.
February 8, 2020 “Injections Fundamentals and Best Practices.” Presented by Laura Matthews, CMA (AAMA), AAS, MSHA, CHEP.
March 14, 2020 “Overcoming Barriers to Adherence.” Presented by Teresa Martin, MS, RD, CDE, LD.
No Meeting in April due to OSMA Annual Conference.

River Cities is working hard to get Fall Quarterly planned. We will be having it at Providence Portland with topic being “Mental Health: We all play a role.” October 10, 2020.

This chapter would like to thank Med-X staffing for supporting us and sponsoring the Continental Breakfast we provide our attendees it is much appreciated.

Officer thanks RCCMA for allowing her to participated in this endeavor. She also wants to thank all the members for actively participating in the business of RCCMA and attend educational sessions.

Officer has been in contact with her Board and thanks them for their continued support.

Christy Oldenstadt, CMA (AAMA)
RCCMA President 2019-20